Welcome to Alpha Publishing

Alpha Publishing is a leading international learning solutions provider, producing high-quality programs and resources for US K-12 curriculum (Math, Science, ELA and Social Studies) and ELT (English Language Teaching). We deliver up to date, personalized and market-leading content through our carefully designed books and eAlpha, our LMS (Learning Management System).

Our internationally endorsed and accredited programs directly align to either the CCSS (Common Core State Standards), NGSS (Next Generation Science Standards) or CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference for Languages), as well as containing 21st Century Skills, SEL (Social Emotional Learning) and academic differentiation firmly embedded throughout.

We reinforce our core programs by offering dedicated and focused supplementary materials, as well as targeted content and training in SEL, STEAM and Student Wellbeing - all of which have been proven to enhance the learning outcomes for students.

As part of our commitment to support schools and students on their personalized learning journeys, our global publishing team and subject matter experts work closely with our in-house MEL (Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning) Unit. Together they use the latest pedagogical research and impact studies to provide content and material that you can rely on to support your learning outcomes.

Our Training and Development department provides comprehensive and tailored trainings for schools covering product implementation, model lessons and soft skills, guaranteed to improve student learning and engagement, as well as upskilling your teaching staff.

eAlpha, our intuitive eLearning platform, creates an engaging classroom setting that connects students with teachers providing them with a collaborative, interactive and mobile teaming environment that impacts every aspect of their education.

To guarantee the best learning results for students, as well as meeting the educational requirements for schools and ministries worldwide, we have strategically partnered with globally renowned companies to offer a variety of innovative solutions further complementing our program offerings.
Life-long Learning
We make constant endeavours to bring global experience, expertise and best practices to what we publish.

Innovative and Futuristic
We ensure that all of our products are based on the latest research in education and make the mission of international standards a reality. We are committed to delivering both traditional print and innovative interactive online educational experiences.

Latest Technology
We put great stock in the importance of technology to produce cutting-edge programs and courses for the educational transformation of a community.

Result Orientation
At Alpha, we know that enhancing teaching and learning outcomes is a key element for measurable impacts.

Publishing Excellence
We guarantee that what we publish is reliable and trustworthy, both globally and regionally.
eAlpha, our Learning Management System, caters for both students and teachers offering access to interactive lessons and resources both online and offline which makes learning a personalized, exciting and enriching experience.
Available on any operating system, eAlpha enables your lessons and assignments to be created, completed, tracked, and reported on – in or out of the classroom, on the move, or wherever else you might be. eAlpha will record all your changes in the LMS in real time, or if working offline as soon as the internet connection is restored.
Alpha Literature provides up-to-date pedagogy and instruction in English Language Arts (ELA) with a focus on Literature and Informational Texts. The program follows the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English Language Arts and Literacy.

Key Features

- Integrated English Language Arts program for students around the world
- Globally focused, featuring multi-genre classics and contemporary literature with regional references
- Fully aligned with the Common Core State Standards
- Comprehensive skills instruction and practice in Reading, Writing, Language Comprehension (Vocabulary and Grammar), and Speaking and Listening
- Teacher Guide with pacing guidelines, innovative teaching tips and strategies for differentiated instruction
- Each grade level includes six multi-genre units, with an engaging theme and a thought-provoking Essential Question
- Beautiful fine art and illustrations pair perfectly with the text
- ExamView assessment generator for creating, assigning, and scoring tests, quizzes, and more
- Available both online and offline on eAlpha, your dynamic and interactive Learning Management System
- NEW: Learnosity, engaging and interactive assessments, aligned to both US standards and Alpha content
The Literature Selections feature award-winning authors from around the world with a vast array of classic and contemporary literature in a variety of genres, illustrated with visually appealing photography, illustrations, and images of fine art. The stand-alone and paired text selections in each unit give students multiple opportunities for in-depth literary analysis.

Featured in every selection:

- Background and Close Reading Focus
- Close Reading Questions to support literary analysis
- Critical Viewing Questions
- Discussion activities that extend beyond the literature
- Critical Reading question bank, which presents higher-order-thinking questions requiring students to go beyond basic recall and comprehension to analyze, interpret, and evaluate the literature

Award-Winning and Best-Selling Titles

Award-winners:

- The Breadwinner by Deborah Ellis
- Words in the Dust by Trent Reedy
- Damascus Nights by Rafik Schami

Best-sellers:

- A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park
- I Am Malala by Malala Yousafzai
- Born on a Blue Day by Daniel Tammet
- Cinder by Melissa Meyer
- The Bad Beginning (A Series of Unfortunate Events, Book 1) by Lemony Snicket
- The Joy Luck Club by Amy Tan
- Cleopatra: A Life by Stacy Schiff
- Into Thin Air by John Krakauer
- The Martian by Andy Weir
- The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind by William Kamkwamba
- The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks by Rebecca Skloot
The Alpha Literature Literary Companion was designed to provide complete coverage of the Common Core State Standards at each grade level. Instructions and practices are presented in an easy-to-consume, intuitive format that includes graphic organizers, charts, outlines, and other tools that help students prepare and organize their work.

Vocabulary Skill: Selection Vocabulary

Practice 1: Choose the sentence that the vocabulary word most completely completes.

1. Monday
   a. The sun was to the best of the meadow.
   b. The sun was still to the best of his might.

Practice 2: Write the word that has a meaning similar to that of the underlined word in each sentence.

1. The farmer (harvest) your corn harvest.
   a. The farmer (harvest) your corn harvest.
   b. The farmer (harvest) your corn harvest.

Practice 3: Write the sentence that has the meaning similar to that of the underlined word in each sentence.

1. The farmer (harvest) your corn harvest.
   a. The farmer (harvest) your corn harvest.
   b. The farmer (harvest) your corn harvest.

Practice and Apply Answers

Vocabulary Strategy: Shades of Meaning

Shades of meaning are words that are similar in meaning, but have slight differences in meaning. When you are unsure of the meaning of a word, you can use similar words and consider their meanings to help you choose the right word.

Example

The determined climbers would not quit until they reached the top of the mountain. Someone who is stubborn is indeed determined but may be unwilling to change plans even when it is clear they are not working.

Practice and Apply

The determined climbers would not quit until they reached the top of the mountain. Someone who is stubborn is indeed determined but may be unwilling to change plans even when it is clear they are not working.

The Literary Companion provides integrated ELA skills support for every selection in the Student Anthology by featuring comprehensive skills instruction and practice for Reading, Writing, Vocabulary, Grammar, and Speaking and Listening. It also includes comprehensive instructions for the Performance Task in every unit.

The Alpha Literature Teacher Guide has been designed to provide teachers with the necessary resources to meet the diverse needs of today’s young learners throughout the world.

www.alphapublishing.com
The Alpha Literature Teacher Guide provides an overview of each unit and includes Learning Targets, Pacing Guides, and Teaching Tips. It gives comprehensive support for every selection in the Student Anthology and the lessons in the Literary Companion.

It includes teacher scripts, tips for English Language Learners, Differentiated Instruction notes, Learning Targets, Pacing and Lesson Plans, and Rubrics for assessing the unit Performance Tasks.

**Assessments**

On eAlpha, downloadable and editable assessments are provided that align to Alpha Literature’s content and the CCSS for ELA. For each unit, there is a comprehensive Unit Test and Quizzes for all selections that assess students’ understanding of the reading, vocabulary, language, and writing skills covered in their Student Anthologies and Literary Companions.
Providing ongoing professional development for educators is one of the most critical success factors for better training and teaching outcomes.

**Alpha Publishing** provides specifically tailored programme training and practice sessions for teachers, to ensure they have the right skills to teach our programs to their students. Conducted via online distance learning or at-site events, the training is comprehensive, interactive, and educational, answering any questions the teachers may have before entering the classroom.

We also provide leadership and school management courses, including distance learning best practices, with hints and tips to support teachers and schools.

For more information about professional development and product training please call +971 4 391 8658 or email askme@alphapublishing.com

---

**We offer:**

- Professional Development
- Product Training
- Product Support
- Program Curriculum Introduction
- Educational Solutions Plan